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barmayden - "I QUIT!"
Management, "Club SSA" - "Fine by me! Here's the bill for your unpaid BAR
tab, it comes to $1,206.81? It's due in two weeks!" I have succeeded in establishing with the Social Security Administration that
I am capable of performing Substantial Gainful Activity, so I am no longer
"disabled" under their rules;
"Looks like I hafta find another place to hang out in!"
- barmayden AnneRose Blayk
-- Honorable Wife to Lenora Quvus
PREAMBLE to Postscripts: PLEASE NOTE that the thread on this post has
been polluted by the presence of a likely sockpuppet, one "Barbara
Hudson," purportedly a disabled black female of some years of age who
"knows" the value of terminal applications for the Macintosh, and that I was
institutionalized in the American Gulag for 4 1/2 YEARS six years after the
date of a criminal offense - because I purportedly had a "bad motive" for
committing the arson, an offense of which I was ACQUITTED in the year
1997 as "Not Responsible" precisely BECAUSE I had NO malicious motives
in committing the act!
See "LAW" at http://www.badtriprecords.biz/
…/dynasoar/gif/blayk/NY_Code_…
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---> WHEN WILL THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE CRIMES AGAINST ME GIVE
UP?
------> "When we put them in prison, that's when!"
SEE "COIN-OP - (a decent place to start)" below by using your Search
function to find "COIN-OP"; if you're interested in a bit more detailed
description of why the Black Hats work to bring social pressure on me in
"seemingly indirect" ways: I got them pissed-off back in 1994 by making sure
a system for the State of Michigan had trustworthy encryption, and boy were
they disappointed that I prevented them from undermining the data security
of all the computerized databases for which we at Millennium Computer
Company were building the Mac and PC access applications!
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Also, Billy Beck of Dryden, New York incriminates himself in the offense of
Internet Harassment brought against AnneRose Blayk in what is clearly an
attempt to DEMOTIVATE others from providing assistance to me by
characterizing me as a "loon," a LOUT, an IDLER, a worthless person - Lord
only knows why he believes he can get away with it?
Maybe he believed that his posts would "magically disappear" when he
"Defriended" me on Facebook: SURPRISE!
[SEE http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzebla…/audiovisualannerose.html for
some of the A/V I worked up for his band, The Coots, free of charge as I was
working towards developing skills in live music recording that I hoped would
lead to productive employment - an effort terminated by Jonathan Hochberg
with the assistance of an "apathetic public" on September 5, 2014. http://badtriprecords.biz/…/testify/hochbergville/index.html -]
thanks,
- barmayden
_____
PS: PLEASE SHARE! Why? Because the truth is, almost NOBODY can
survive on the pathetic payments you receive through SSI disability without
CHEATING, and I haven't!
... so if you or someone you know would like to provide an anonymous
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contribution to AnneRose Blayk for the gracious assistance that I have
provided to the "musical community at large" in Ithaca in the form of A/V
recordings uploaded to BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ and functioning as a fount
of wit, wisdom, and wisecracks, please print out the PAYMENT STUB on
Page 3 and mail in a payment for "some amount less than or equal to
$1,206.80" to:
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
PO BOX 3430
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19122-9985
---> The SSA should then be refunding the money to me, as an
"Overpayment," as part of their normal procedures?
Because the truth is, the time I spent making those videos never amounted
to Substantial Gainful Activity, no matter that I was doing a GREAT job and
headed for making "some" money at it?
It's this stinkin' WAR, brought against me HARD since September 5, 2014 by
the Remnant of the National Socialist Party of Adolf Hiter, their adherents in
COINS - the "Cult of IBM National Socialists" - and their "dupes and useful
idiots" local to Ithaca, that has forced me to work like a dog!
Hey, if you don't find it plausible that the inheritors of the folks who engaged
in the genocidal scheming described in fulsome detail in the book "IBM and
the Holocaust" are going to target me? As a "blatantly out-there pot-smokin'
Jew-whore faggot 'Metal Chick' and hippie freak," and developer and
distributor of an IBM 3270 terminal emulator, "dataComet," to the likes of
NASA Headquarters and Lockheed-Martin?
I pity you: you have shit for brains.
NOTE WELL: the income statements I provided to the Social Security
Administration have been 100% accurate (insofar as any "accounting" can
be accurate? "Everybody makes mistakes!"), and I haven't made SQUAT on
doing videos for bands, and moreover have never made ONE SINGLE DIME
off of the pornography that I am featured in, NOT ONE, and although I have
never seen it, I believe the CGI porn was developed and distributed with an
aim to DESTROYING MY REPUTATION!
---> "When you ASSUME, you make an 'ASS' of 'U' and 'ME!'"
------ "Jack Crawford, Behavioral Sciences specialist for the FBI," to 'Clarice
Starling' - in "The Silence of the Lambs" by Thomas Harris
--- MEAN PEOPLE SUCK --And I have not received One. Thin. Dime. from the government outside of
the assistance normally provided to the average citizen: The NSA and FBI
etc. have paid me precisely NUTHIN'!
---> Since when has the government paid people to be VICTIMS? HAH!
"Then they would be a paid government informant, not a 'Crime Victim'!"
And some people wonder why I've developed an "attitude," when I haven't
gotten laid either, and I was expecting my dearest, my beloved husband
Lenora, would get me DONE! "Huh!"
Lenora anyway, she has her own "problems and problematic friends" to
deal with:
- lonar4ever♥ Thanks,
"Be Seeing You!"
- BARMAYDEN
Michael Earl Saunders
Todd Homer
Lizzi Vockeroth
- "Angry Samoans ROCK BEST with fa'afafine on board!!!" - LOL
Zoe Ellen Brain
Cary Lenehan
Paul May - Say 'HI!' to 'Brain' for me, eh?
-- LOL - "Badges? A PHILOSOPHER I am, a PHILOSOPHER I be, and
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Philosophers We?"
--- "We don't need no stinkin' badges! - We got BADGE comin' out of our
ass!" - LOL
Virginia A. Stanick
Nerissa Belcher
Meta Viebrock-Kane
Dale Harrington
Beth Peet
Adventurous Peet Sista
Wendy DiLivio
Scott McCasland
John Gain
John Saylor
John Carmichael
John McArdle
- "Man, that's a whole lotta Johns!" LOL Jim Roberts
Bobby Twining
Blind Bob II
Billy Beck
Mia Merryweather Rubinstein
Amy Spenciner

Thankful

Comment

Share

4
You, Michael Earl Saunders, Mia Merryweather Rubinstein and Meta Viebrock-Kane
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Here's the definition of "Substantial Gainful Activity" provided by the Social
Security Administration as provided on their website and logged on my OWN
computer for trying to figure out WHAT THE FUCK!
You see, you don't have to make one. thin. dime. to be DISQUALIFIED from
receiving means-tested SSI "Supplemental Security Income," NOT ONE, no
matter what your disability is?
… and wow, the "disability" the OTDA - "Office of Temporary and Disability
Assessment" - tagged me with, SCHIZOPHRENIA, is about the dumbest
diagnosis to ever be thrown at a person like a stinking rotten egg!
Why?
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Because it takes about FIVE MINUTES to determine that I, Bonze AnneRose
Blayk, do NOT suffer from schizophrenia, "Paranoid or Otherwise!"
And the diagnosis with which I was initially tagged, by Amari Meader of Ithaca's
Family and Chidren's Service, "Borderline Personality Disorder"?
Wow. That's almost even dumber! Gina Smithson, singer with The Purple
Valley and a therapist at Cornell's health facility, assessed me for the condition
with one single question:
Gina - "Do you think you've got Borderline Personality Disorder?"
AnneRose - "No."
Gina - "Well, then you don't, because people who suffer from the disorder are
almost always happy to know why they are having the kind of problems they
are facing." [paraphrase]
And of course, I'm hanging tough with Lenora Quvus, not because I'm a
pathetic subbie wanna-be brainless wench, but because "whatever!," and I
happen to love her deeply and think she's an awesome person - whether she
actually qualifies as a "human being" or not, and in fact,
ESPECIALLY because she doesn't!
--- BIRDBRAINS ROCK ---

- (me too)

and that's Proof Positive that I am NOT "borderline," because the chief
characteristic of the Borderline Personality is an error in thinking they call
"splitting," where you perceive a person as either "all good, or all evil,"
And Lenora sure as shit has given me plenty of opportunity to assume "all
EVIL!," but I don't.
If you don't acknowledge that you've got "some evil in you," wow, you need to
take a close look in the mirror!
Me, I've got more than most, but not only is it under pretty good control? I'm
upfront about: it's right up front in my sense of humor!
thanks,
- bonze blayk
ADDENDUM: the text from the SSA document:
618. Factors tending to show ability to perform substantial gainful activity.
THE PERFORMANCE OF WORK DURING A PERIOD OF ALLEGED
DISABILITY may be indicative of ability to engage in substantial gainful activity
in the following ways:
A.Work that does not constitute substantial gainful activity in itself may indicate
that the individual is capable of increased effort, of greater use of work skills or
abilities.
B.The performance of duties involving skills, experience or constituting a
substantial contribution to an enterprise may indicate ability to engage in
substantial gainful activity.
C.The satisfactory performance of work or an assignment may demonstrate
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Unsatisfactory performance or
the need for close supervision or assistance could constitute evidence of
inability to do so.
NOTE: Where the individual has not demonstrated by working that he or she is
able to engage in substantial gainful activity, all the medical and vocational
evidence in the individual's file is considered in determining whether the
individual has the ability to engage in substantial gainful activity, or, in the case
of a child under age 18 filing for SSI childhood disability benefits, the ability to
independently, appropriately, and effectively engage in age-appropriate
activities.
620. Significance of earnings.
THE AMOUNT OF EARNINGS FROM WORK ACTIVITY DURING A PERIOD
OF ALLEGED DISABILITY may establish
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Substantial earnings will
generally do so. However, low or no
earnings during a period of work activity do not establish inability to engage in
substantial gainful activity. The
circumstances under which work is performed must be considered.
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1 · May 8 at 7:17pm · Edited

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Oh yeah, I am just about broke, thanks to not cheating SSA by "working for
cash off the books" and like that:
Why do you think the FBI likes me?
Why do you think Apple used my software to access the IBM AS/400 they used
to run their accounting? It's only a few copies - BUT IT MATTERS A LOT
RIGHT?
BECAUSE I'M HONEST, DUH.
Hint:
"Throw money!" thanks,
- barmayden AnneRose Blayk
-- Honorable Wife to Lenora Quvus
Like · Reply ·

1 · May 8 at 7:20pm · Edited

Bonze AnneRose Blayk DEAR LOCAL MAFIOSO:
"Figures never lie, but liars sometimes figure wrong."
This shit was schemed out YEARS AGO, but somehow some folks just can't
get it straight:
All I've been trying to do is be amusing - "Sing, dance, play guitar, and pull legs
- not necessarily in that order?" - and I have been CREAMED by an evil lurking
in the background that is so vicious, so immoral, so "impossible," that people
have found it "too hard to swallow" The Remnant of the National Socialist Party has been pulling YOUR strings,
using advanced Information Technology to target YOUR conscious awareness
of your "social environment" - and your perceptions of ME - using "Targeted
Marketing" techniques to produce
--- Targeted ANTI-marketing --Figure it out: you've been suckered! … look for my comment on the Shrink Rap
blog here, from back in 2012: anyone who examines my psychiatric record
closely who has any substantial knowledge of the subject, and is not a sellout
or a pervert, KNOWS that the "behavioral history" provided for me is FULL OF
SHIT.
http://psychiatrist-blog.blogspot.com/.../youre-whore.html

Shrink Rap: You're A Whore
Dinah, ClinkShrink, & Roy produce Shrink Rap: a blog by
Psychiatrists for Psychiatrists. A place to talk; no one…
PSYCHIATRIST-BLOG.BLOGSPOT.COM

Like · Reply · Remove Preview ·

1 · May 8 at 7:37pm · Edited

Bonze AnneRose Blayk AN ACT OF WAR - the MENACING of Bonze
AnneRose Blayk by Jonathan Hochberg - criminal Menacing, a Class B
Misdemeanor which should have drawn punishment up to SIX MONTHS IN
JAIL With nothing but a slap on the wrist, an absolutely USELESS "Order of
Protection."
feh.
Watch the video clip provided on the Bad Trip Records webpage here, and try
to tell me I was not subjected to menacing, just try, and you know what?
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I'LL GET PISSED OFF and quite rightly so! Because in tolerating thugs, and
defending their behaviors, YOU BECOME A THUG YOURSELF.
http://badtriprecords.biz/.../hochbergville/index.html

Bad Trip Records :: Jonathan Hochberg's
BAD TRIP - "Satanic Overlord of Ithaca!"…
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · May 8 at 7:35pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk OOPS - I neglected to add the estimable Joseph Rayle and Joseph Cox to this
list, along with Joseph Fiore and Kat Walters and a bunch of other folks fitting
into the 'J' category rather than the "'R' is for Robert" category?
SORRY
Oh, Robby Aceto too, "Love's Soldier" - wow, what a grueling job!
LOL
Like · Reply · May 8 at 7:40pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk And ah, Sarolta Gabriella DeFaltay, Bass King Avery, Toby Becraft, and "the
best drummer in the world… in his price range!," Alan Macomber!
I was OUT back in 2011 - was I having problems with anybody?
NO
Why now?
Because "some people" are praying for me to FAIL, and FAIL HARD, because?
---> Because they're Nazis! "Duh."
and they've been at it for a long, long time, since my extraordinarily prolonged
hospitalization starting in 2003 was the result of a FRAME JOB that involved
poisoning my pot with PCP?
"Who'da thunk it!" - it's taken me YEARS to figure it out, but I happen to be 1)
kind of on the far side of "smart," 2) a NETWORK systems programmer/analyst
who can assess complex interactions in systems that "just don't seem to work
right, ever," and 3) unbelievably PERSISTENT.
http://www.ithaca.com/.../image_caf806bc-d4e0-11e0-9b2b...
Like · Reply · May 8 at 7:54pm · Edited
Barbara Hudson First, I'm just writing this so that maybe you can start
preparing the shift to a more conventional life, but you certainly have the right to
tell me to f*ck off.
You seem to be operating under a misunderstanding. It's not whether you are
actually earning an income but whether you are still classified as unable to earn
an income.
From the photos, you deny the diagnoses of the psychiatrists, so you really
can't claim a mental disorder that prevents you from working, so all that leaves
is physical handicaps, which I see no mention of.
So whether you are working or not, to them you no longer meet the rules for
collecting SSI. That leaves working, or unemployment, or welfare.
I see you mentioned making a terminal emulator. Unfortunately, from the
context and your web site it's obvious that your skills in the field are outdated,
as is your experience, so tech is out. You'll have to lower your sights to the
McJobs that people without current qualifications have to take.
That's a truth that more and more people are finding as they are seen as "too
old" for certain jobs - in tech, 40 is the new 65, and at 60 it's doubtful that
anyone is going to hire you for anything important. Plus, the more important the
job, the more likely that they'll search you and find your rant, which should be
enough to scare off any employer.
Good luck.
May 8 at 11:11pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Barbara Hudson?
Sorry, but you don't have the faintest clue what's going on here:
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I had to fight to get OFF SSI!
Sincerely,
- barmayden
PS: FUCK "conventional life," I certainly never had one, and would never, ever
want one as long as it means contributing to what Lewis Mumford called
THE MEGA-MACHINE.
"Thanks for the offer: somehow I disapprove of the concept of a Universal
Suicide for Humanity?"
By the way, if you've got your crayolas at hand, look for "Presumptuous Pink"
and color yourself in:
You should always study up on a person before offering advice; I do.
Unlike · Reply ·

2 · May 8 at 11:34pm

Bonze AnneRose Blayk OH YEAH, for those late to the program?
I FUCKING HATE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING - and basically have since
around 1996: shipping life-safety critical code is hard on the nerves! - outside of
the fun of "meeting creative challenges and interacting with interesting people,"
and would not accept a job in IT for a million dollars: the crapfest just gets more
and more depressing with each passing year; once I've got my electricity back
on, I could (in theory) go back and update dataComet so it ran under
YOSEMITE!, the latest gruesome descent of the once-awesome Macintosh
software ecology into a cesspit of
"New! Improved! Shiny colors all different all over again!"
The bug that's nailing dataComet is probably a trivial issue with some mod
made to memory management - but by God, I cannot bring myself to look at
whatever horrible "enhancements" they have brought to Xcode? (Metrowerks
was better, and "don't get me started!"
By the way, I didn't do that web page, it was redesigned by a friend of mine
after I was RAILROADED into the American Gulag back in 2003?
I loathe CSS, can tolerate HTML, and DESPISE what has been done to the
Macintosh since the passing of Steve Jobs.
Oh yeah, I AM married to Lenora Quvus, "legal niceties notwithstanding, some
things were ordained by God and sealed by the persons involved - with a kiss."
Steve Rocketkar
Like · Reply ·

3 · May 8 at 11:54pm · Edited

Barbara Hudson There are free terminal emulators that run just fine
under osx. Also, I was commenting on the contents, not the
appearance, of the web site. Theres nothing of interest in today's
market.
Reply · May 9 at 6:38am
Write a reply...
Barbara Hudson If you want to get off SSI, why are you complaining when
they are saying you can work and they want money back?
Also, you completely ignored my point that it's not whether you are working or
not that determines whether you can collect SSI, just whether you can.
1 · May 9 at 6:45am
Meta Viebrock-Kane Bonze AnneRose Blayk, Call the SSA office. You
may be able to get SSI every other month.
Like · May 9 at 6:49am
Meta Viebrock-Kane It's amazing the people that do receive benefits
out there that do not qualify. I do not think you are one of these people
Barmayden.
Like · May 9 at 6:59am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk I WANT OFF SSI
... and I managed to get off it, when the OTDA would normally NOT let
me go!
Get it? I CANNOT POSSIBLY SURVIVE as long as I am ON SSI,
because their friggin' rules do nothing but LABEL ME AS AN
INCOMPETENT.
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Yes, this is counterintuitive, but if you take the time to read my first post
here carefully, I do believe I got my point across.
Like ·

1 · May 9 at 8:26am

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Here's a link to the post I made of the letter I
offered to the SSA, which did NOT result in a retraction of the
absolutely INSANE misdiagnosis of "Schozophrenia" from the New
York OTDA - Office of Dissbility and Temporary Assistance.
ZERO rational and honest clinicians believe I suffer from Schizophrenia
- ZERO.
PS: My therapist is a Clinical Psychologist with long experience
working in mental hospitals with the severely mentally ill. He thinks I
suffer from Temporal Lobe Epilepsy too?
Get it? I sought out competent help, and feel very fortunate to have an
ongoing relationship with a PROFESSIONAL clinician.

https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10153951148267954&id=707147953&set=a.459209552953.2500
69.707147953&source=56&ref=bookmarks

Bonze AnneRose Blayk
March 24 · Ithaca, NY ·
"barmayden AnneRose Blayk to SSI:
Hey Boss! - I QUIT."
I've left the THOROUGHLY USELESS SSI "Supplemental
Security Income" program as of March 22, 2016;
1) My brother Michael Earl Saunders is holding some $40,000odd bucks for me, and even though he hasn't sent it, ON
REVIEW it will be regarded as CASH and included against my
tiny $2,000 limit as a "Countable Asset" - I've been through this
before with my CREF Retirement Fund, and I'm pretty sure
that's how they will regard it IF they review it, AND I am strictly
obligated to inform them of the funds etc etc etc under pains of
severe punishment for fraud etc etc etc.
2) I AM NOT SCHIZOPHRENIC and I am sick and tired of
having the nature of my mental and physical illnesses
INTENTIONALLY MIS-CHARACTERIZED by… ah, clinicians
who maybe shouldn't be in the business of medicine.
Here is the text of the document:
_________
March 22, 2016
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1668 Trumansburg Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Social Security
2nd Floor
127 East State Street
Ithaca, NY 14850
First, I would like to note that I am now "constructively in
possession of excess assets" totalling some $40,000 held in the
accounts of my brother - Michael Earl Saunders, 377 Smalley
Ave, Hayward, CA 94541 - as Trustee, following the demise of
my mother Jean Cox Saunders on March 29, 2014.
In addition, on extensive review of the medical records I now
have in my possession, I believe that while I suffer from several
significant neurological and psychiatric conditions, I no longer
meet the standards promulgated in the regulations of the SSA
for a Qualifying Disability; thus, I am informing you of my
analysis, as required under the regulations of the Social Security
Administration.
1. The diagnosis under which the OTDA qualified me SCHIZOPHRENIA - is clearly incorrect: I do not suffer from a
formal thought disorder.
2. Research I have undertaken over the past years on my
records indicates that the psychotic episodes I suffered in
January/February 1997, late April 2002, and April 2003 were all
induced by the effects of hallucinogenic drugs ingested without
my prior awareness:
3. In 1997, Prozac and Trazodone, taken as prescribed, left me
incapacitated by Trazodone's hallucinogenic byproduct, mCPP;
4. Both in 2002 and in 2003, I consumed marijuana which had
been contaminated with the extremely dangerous dissociative
drug PCP (phencyclidine); PLEASE NOTE: this is a drug I would
NEVER voluntarily ingest!
5. Thus, the diagnosis pertinent to each of those episodes is
clearly one describing a "Psychosis - Hallucinogenic Involuntary".
See my web pages at http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeblayk/ for
summaries of my assessments of my prior psychiatric symptoms
and my analysis of some of the failings in diagnosis and
treatment exhibited by the clinicians of New York State's Office
of Mental Health; particularly galling is the OUTRAGEOUS claim
that I have exhibited "a long history of extreme violence against
women," which constitutes malicious LIBEL on the part of those
who have supported and promulgated this claim in my records, a
claim entirely unsupported by any meaningful record of criminal
charges. Particularly, regarding the sole verified criminal act of
violence in my history, the offense of arson on Feb. 5, 1997? —
Please note: "A trailer is not a woman," and to believe such is
the case? THAT SOUNDS TO ME LIKE THE PRODUCT OF A
FORMAL THOUGHT DISORDER.
I believe that I suffer from the following maladies:
• SEVERE DSM-5 Gender Dysphoria (diagnosed ~13 times over
the course of 14 years as DSM-IV "Gender Identity Disorder");
• TLE - "Temporal Lobe Epilepsy"/Complex Partial Seizures:
Bilateralized, exhibited typically in outbursts of verbal hostility,
with no evidence of absence seizures or profound seizural
activity aside from two severe episodes observed during the
psychoses noted above. I prominently display intransigent
personality traits characterized by many prominent neurologists
as Geschwind Syndrome; these have been present since early
childhood: extreme circumstantiality in speech and hypergraphia
in my writing, interpersonal "viscosity" or "stickiness" exhibited in
prolonging interpersonal interactions beyond normal
expectations, philosophical/religious preoccupations and altered
sexuality, including hypersexuality, which has evidently been
aggravated by my having been subjected to a severe overdose
of PCP in April 2003 (leading to damage to the posterior
cingulate cortex);
• Personality Disorder NOS with features of Histrionic
Personality Disorder and Obsessive-Compulsive Personality
Disorder;
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• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, due primarily to unduly
prolonged institutionalization - from April 2003 through
December 2007 - among patients who intermittently and
unpredictably engaged in destructive behaviors and extreme
violence towards others.
Although these conditions may leave me incapable of finding
normal employment, I doubt that they comprise a "disabling
disorder" under the standards employed by the OTDA,
especially considering that my applications for disability prior to
my Appeal in 2009 were rejected.
Thanks sincerely,
Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - SS# 431-88-9647
_________
NB: Michael Earl Saunders, there is ABSOLUTELY NO POINT
in struggling with a system that is "set up" in such a dramatically
irrational fashion that it is "as if designed" to fuck everybody
over?
NO, I take that back: Republican politicians and bureaucrats
who HATE the whole idea of paying disability FUCKED UP THE
SYSTEM by causing it to be structured in a manner that is
TOTALLY FUCKNG CRAZY!!!!
---> "Saboteurs"
FOR EXAMPLE: I'm supposed to suffer from
SCHIZOPHRENIA?
That is INSANE.
Like · Remove Preview ·

1 · May 9 at 8:36am

Barbara Hudson You can always just send the checks back if you don't want
to collect SSI. Alternately, if they're going by direct deposit, change bank
accounts. Either way, problem solved. What's the big deal, unless you've been
involuntarily committed?
Also re: your setting a trailer on fire - they were looking at the motivations for
the act, not the at itself.
Are you schizoid? You sound more like someone who is angry at themselves,
and is blaming the rest of the world. Narcissistic Personality Disorder, since you
attempt to explain away everything as someone else's fault or events beyond
your control (the use of contaminated drugs is one example - the initial decision
to take them, even not knowing they were contaminated, was yours, so you
bear some responsibility for the consequences).
You've been looking for excuses for 40 years. At 60, you need to own up to
your part in this entire fiasco.
1 · May 9 at 11:33am · Edited
Billy Beck You're a bloody *loon*, Bonze.
I wish you weren't.
May 9 at 11:34am
Aleksei Sears Ms. Blake, I don't know you but this popped up in my feed. Are
you aware you just posted your address and social security number on
Facebook, with sharing set to "public"?
Like · Reply ·

1 · May 9 at 4:29pm

Lizzi Vockeroth Yes she does.
Like · Reply · May 9 at 5:23pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Billy Beck - "You're a bloody *loon*, Bonze.
I wish you weren't."
You're way out of your depth, Beck.
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:46pm
Hide 14 Replies
Billy Beck <hah!> Stop that. You have no idea where I've been, Kid.
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Reply · May 9 at 7:49pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk I'm listening!
TALK
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:51pm
Billy Beck I have. I just did.
Reply · May 9 at 7:51pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Classic "I know more than you do, so much more… I can't say."
Ya, great. "Very persuasive, Beck."
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:52pm
Billy Beck "I *won't* say. *Again*."
There. I fixed it for you.
Reflect on the telephone experience, the other day. You are fucking
impossible.
Reply · May 9 at 7:54pm · Edited
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Not "impossible," Billy Beck: "implausible" is the word you are looking
for?
---> NEEDS VOCABULARY
"That's… in-CON-ceivable!"
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:58pm
Billy Beck Bonze AnneRose Blayk: No; you are *fucking impossible*. I
meant what I said. Shut up and pay attention.
Reply · May 9 at 8:02pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk #define BOGON Billy Beck
Like · Reply · May 10 at 12:53am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Yeah, as I recall - and my recall is pretty
sharp, Beck - I hung up on YOU.
You're a Shithead posing as an asshole, Beck: "inadequately," in my
estimation.
Like · Reply · May 10 at 1:04am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk "This conversation is OVER!"
BAM
Like · Reply · May 10 at 1:05am · Edited
Bonze AnneRose Blayk "Oh where are your flying monkeys, Billy,
That vaunted surmounted the skies,
Bristling with indignation?
On a quest to salvage our fair nation,
From chaos and stagnation
And "everything Clinton."
DUH
You're a special piece of precious, Billy Beck:
Why don't you crawl back under your rock?
VERBAL INTIMIDATION
IMPRESSES ME
NOT ONE BIT,
---> jackass.
Like · Reply · May 10 at 1:09am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Oh, hold on:
I feel the implications of "deeply special experience"
Like flying through the air with Carlos
Castaneda!
IT'S ALL SPOOKY
BEYOND RECOGNITION
Now why oh why am I reminded of the assertions along the lines "I Am
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Made of Pure Awesome You Can't Touch But I Can't Talk About" made
by that pustulent creep Ed Bugliosi springing to mind,
I DO WONDER...
.
.
.
"Not!"
Unlike · Reply ·

1 · May 10 at 1:13am

Billy Beck "I hung up on YOU."
That's right.
Reply · May 10 at 9:08am
Billy Beck And guess what: you're out of the pool. *Again*, and for
good.
Good luck.
Reply · May 10 at 9:09am
Write a reply...
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Barbara Hudson - "You've been looking for excuses for 40 years."
BLOCKED
Like · Reply ·

1 · May 9 at 7:48pm

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Aleksei Sears: "Are you aware you just posted your address and social security
number on Facebook, with sharing set to "public"?"
Yup, "go at it… if you dare."
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:49pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk "Who ARE these people?" - barmayden
And why are the sooo fucking dim-witted, God only knows.
Like · Reply · May 9 at 7:50pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk COIN-OP - (a decent place to start)
For those following this post? Please Note: we have a "local" here, Billy Beck,
attending to his self-appointed role as
"Billy Beck - Friend to Thugs!"
SEE my post at "Monday at 7:46PM" - Beck: "You're a bloody *loon*, Bonze
-- I wish you weren't."
AnneRose: You're way out of your depth, Beck.
---> Check out the "interaction" following that comment which is buried in the
"Replies," in which Billy Beck resorts to VERBAL INTIMIDATION to reinforce
the physical threats and menacing that have been unleashed upon me by a
TINY MINORITY in the City of Ithaca, focused upon Just. One. Bar... "The
Dock," the ONLY place in my entire life I have EVER been subjected to violent
intimidation!
WTF. Here we go with a dissection of Billy Beck's language - "You're a
BLOODY *loon*, Bonze"
"Loon" here is not intended to mean simply "loony," or "crazy," as one might
expect - Beck is using it in a very special sense loon - "a worthless person"
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Like · Reply · May 23 at 5:38am · Edited
Bonze AnneRose Blayk "loon" - someone despicable, a poltroon, a piece of garbage Beck is marking me out for his Ultra-Right-Wing Buddies for harassment, and
worse.
Beck's version of "dialog" consists of
SHUT THE FUCK UP
SHUT UP
I AM BETTER THAN YOU
SHUT UP
YOU DON'T LISTEN
SHUT UP
What Billy Beck and his buddies fail to understand is that on the Far Left, there
are whole lots of people who really really dislike me because THEY get the
point:
I am and have been a Member in good standing of the Military-IndustrialAcademic Complex, why?
Because I delivered a highly-functional computer application, dataComet, that
met their requirements at a sweeet price point!
Lockheed-Martin, Hughes Aircraft, SAIC, NASA Headquarters, and God knows
who else hidden beneath the cover of either third-party acquisitions or just plain
stolen licenses has wound up using dataComet and dataComet-Secure primarily for accounting purposes in accessing IBM enterprise systems,
"miniframes" that are ideally suited to smaller divisions of major corporations the "Silverlake" AS/400 / iSeries line of computers from IBM, a GREAT
corporation in the American tradition of excellence... unfortunately, every firm
has its bad-uns, right?
Back in 1994, I offended some of them by insisting that the the software I was
helping implement for the State of Michigan MUST have a correctly functioning
DES encryption package. PERIOD. No compromise. PERIOD.
So here's Billy Beck, 22 years down the line, trying to throw the Fear of Beck
into me? HAH.
LOON - 1. A worthless person; a lout; a rascal o scamp; an idler; a boor or
clown; a fool or dolt. "Hold off! Unhand me, graybeard loon!" - Coleridge
2. Hence: a) A man of low station; a fellow; a menial.
yeah right, Beck. UP YOURS.

Like · Reply · May 12 at 1:40am · Edited
Bonze AnneRose Blayk #define LOON (supercoder^3)
As THE person who has managed every aspect of the development of COMET
since 1986, I naturally take umbrage at the cowardly pusbag Billy Beck's vile
characterization of me as a "worthless person," and pray that he winds up in
prison where he belongs - along with his Bully Boy Buddies.
http://badtriprecords.biz/.../testify/cometmonger/index.html

BAD TRIP RECORDS :: "USERS ARE
LOSERS?" - Kevin Eric Saunders a/k/a…
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · May 12 at 1:43am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Rick Kline - Here's a photo of the cover page of the book that I mentioned to
you the other evening at Home Depot, "IBM and the Holocaust"
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I haven't read the whole thing yet, but the point is pretty clear - as I noted to
you, and mention again just above in this thread, there are some Really Bad
People who worked at IBM, and they're still there, infesting a truly great
corporation - one that doesn't need racist pigs bringing down its reputation!

Like · Reply · May 12 at 1:47am
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Rick Kline
These are the kind of people who just don't appreciate a sense of humor - uh,
like,
"Crime doesn't pay. Neither does farming. Then again, you could wind up
managing a server farm at Cornell, and guess what?
"Farming doesn't pay! Didn't I say that already!
[whack!] "Ny-uck Ny-uck Ny-uck Ny-uck!"
LOL, these guys are cretins: it's no wonder they're getting creamed in the
terminal stages of what they hoped would be a stealthy victory in the Long War
they envisioned as the capstone of World War II!
Oh, the Remnant of the National Socialist Party! Hidden deep within the
shadows of our society, pulling strings left and right, and then at the end?
They're left with cretins like Billy Beck and Thug Boy "Chet" at The Dock, pulling
their punches because "we don't really do VIOLENCE like MARINES... we
carefully calculate the boundaries of legal behavior so we can skirt the law and
get away with it!"
---> "They planned for every contingency, except for the lack of a contingent." bonze blayk
Ha. They won't be getting away with it. It's different this time: they chose the
Wrong. Person. to. Fuckwit!
NB: You'd never guess that the FBI started vetting me back in 1992 when I got
into that "salary tiff," and surprise!
My Troop Leader in Boy Scouts was this fellow Phil, a salesman for IBM, a
great great guy, and our Assistant Scoutmaster Murray?
He was a Marine. "Props!"
And you'd never guess that my entire family had a background in
Communications and Military Intelligence, but it kind of makes sense when you
look waaay back an take note of the fact that my Great-great-grandfather S.W.
Dicks graduated from West Point in 1843 and had the signal honor of fighting in
a noble cause for the State of Virginia under the command of...
Stonewall Jackson? "What?"
Yeah, he was on the losing team, but WTF: Realistic Southerners don't whine
too much about it: it was a lousy war for the wrong cause, most of them are, it
doesn't stop Southern types from "signing up" for the military anyway, ah,
because "culture" and like that, and Arkansans are [even worse].
---> When an Air Force recruiter called me up back in 1977 to urge me to sign
up for Officer Candidate School following my graduation with High Honors from
the University of Texas at Austin, I graciously declined the honor because with
20/250 vision, I knew there was ZERO chance I could become a pilot and a line
officer - "We need good people on staff too!" - "Oh, thanks, but I'm not really
interested in that."
LOL
So is it really all that surprising that I had given my boss Dick Cogger a copy of
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James Fallows excellent "National Defense" just because it had wonderful
accounts of design strategies and failure modes in Systems Design? Or that I
wound up giving my boss's boss's boss, holder of a Doctorate in Mathematics
M. Stuart Lynn, Vice-President for Information Technologies at Cornell, a copy
of Sun Tzu's "Art of War," just because it's a great book on management in
general?
BACK TO REGULAR WAR, THE SHITTY KIND
... sometimes the Enemy is a Piece of Shit that totally deserves to be put
underground, like say National Socialist scum!
YEAH THAT'LL DO
"Color me 'Pig Bait!'" - Bonze AnneRose Blayk, Stoogeus Maximus

Like · Reply ·

1 · May 23 at 5:52am · Edited

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Oh, by the way?
I'm also two degrees by relation to the guy who was the architect of the IBM
"Silverlake" series of computers, quite by accident, as his brother Mike Furey
was married to my wife Anne Marie Whelan's sister Peggy Furey.
Weird, huh? The guy was also the architect of IBM's SNA "Systems Network
Architecture" networking system - which pretty much everybody in the IBM
systems programming world hated, except people who didn't.
Here's the text of that blurb on the back cover of "IBM and the Holocaust" - I
hope some of you local folks are paying attention, so you can understand the
2nd- and 3rd-order influences behind the motivations of local shitheads who
have "Delusions of Superiority" like Billy Beck and the assholes at The Dock
and elsewhere who think it's Just Fine to beat up on me IN PUBLIC.
Dolts.
IBM AND THE HOLOCAUST
"Edwin Black has given Holocaust history an extraordinary new dimension.
Clearly, the destruction of six million Jewish lives, and countless non-Jews,
could not have been possible without IBM's Hollerith machines. Nor could the
Third Reich have perfected the roundup of Jews throughout Europe, their
deportation to concentration camps, and the statistics that measured their final
agonies in the Final Solution without custom-designed IBM equipment. These
revelations are troubling enough, but Black has crafted a monumental history
that goes beyond such horrific revelations. He has discovered the enormous
courruptive power of an international enterprise that saw itself above the laws of
man and God." - Abraham Peck, director of research, American Jewish
Historical Society
--- and the next blurb reads --"IBM and the Holocaust is a tremendous, timely work. Neglected for more than
50 years, the sordid records disclosing the global conglomerate IBM's
collaboration with the Nazi regime, in pursuit of market monopoly, have now
been exhumed by Edwin Black. His comprehensive and detailed account
shows how the blessings of punch card technology can become a curse to
human rights, as it did in enabling the Holocaust." - Robert Wolfe, former chief
National Archives expert for captured German records and Nuremberg
documentation
--- and the last blurb reads --"In this carefully researched, yet chilling book, Edwin Black relates step-by-step
how the corporate and technological zeal of IBM, and its CEO, Thomas J.
Watson Sr., contributed to Nazi power and advanced the Holocaust. This book
is an awesome warning for the future." - William Seltzer, author of "Population
Statistics and the Holocaust," and former director, UN Office of Statistics
Like · Reply · May 12 at 2:20am · Edited
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk And?
DEAR NATIONAL SOCIALIST SCUM:
You may think I'm leaning a bit Yid, on account of my nose?
I'm not a Yid: the nose is courtesy of a heritage Basque.
You fuck with me?
EXPECT TO DIE
Sincerely,
- Bonze AnneRose Blayk
PS: My husband Lenora Quvus no doubt does not approve this message, because
what use is a Slave to Love that's dead already?
What-fucking-ever: it's what she deserves for falling in love with an Angry Samoan!

Unlike · Reply ·

3 · May 12 at 2:24am · Edited

Meta Viebrock-Kane Ohhhh, Bonze AnneRose Blayk, You are a
romantic at heart. .....Huggles..
Unlike · Reply ·

1 · May 12 at 6:18am

Bonze AnneRose Blayk What I'm thinking?
Lenora deems Ayn Rand's bold experiment in Literary Theory,
"Romantic Realism," a failure, as do most people who have read "Atlas
Shrugged" and found it wanting as "a really great novel with AN
ENCHANTING LITERARY STYLE" because, let's face it, Ayn is NOT
the most elegant writer in the English language - she's from Russia
after all! - and all of the descriptions of
"Hank Rearden's chiseled features glowed in the sunset as the train to
the oil fields of Colorado roared across the bridge of Rearden Metal,
which sustained the load of the racing train as if it were a feather borne
on the winds of…"
Oops, I can't do it! Anyway, what I am thinking is:
Lenora has the opportunity to re-shape AnneRose in the physical mold
she prefers, insofar as it is attainable with present or future
technology… and like a lot of guys, she likes change!
---> Romantic Realism infuses my longing to bring true satisfaction to
Lenora's goals, which are more ambitious than you would imagine…
and I'm on board, 100%!
--- 'Q' HAS THE CONN --lonar4ever<3 - Bonze AnneRose Blayk

Like · Reply ·

1 · May 12 at 7:31pm

Meta Viebrock-Kane lol...yes, what are you thinking?
Like · Reply · May 12 at 7:32pm
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Um, I'll share it with you.
(I would hate to induce the profound embarassment in the public what
etc etc etc LOL)
Like · Reply ·

1 · May 12 at 7:33pm

Meta Viebrock-Kane 100% is good
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Like · Reply · May 12 at 7:33pm
Write a reply...
Bonze AnneRose Blayk Oh: here's the link to my post of the obituary for my Great-great-Grandfather
S.W. Dicks, graduate of West Point 1843 and honorable combatant in the Civil
War in the Stonewall Jackson Brigade.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10152538401872954&set=a.427053897953.218998.707147953&type=3&t
heater
Like · Reply ·

1 · May 13 at 1:26pm · Edited

Meta Viebrock-Kane Thanks for sharing BAB, (Bonze AnneRose
Blayk).
Unlike · Reply ·

1 · May 13 at 3:12pm

Write a reply...

Write a comment...
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